Welcome to the era of digital revolution
Internet of Things is gaining immense popularity owing to the business acumen it offers. Companies across multiple
industries are recognizing the need of connectivity and the potential transformation which connectivity can bring. As
more and more objects get embedded with sensors and start communicating, the new information network will
create new business models, impact existing business models, improve business processes, and shrink costs.
today, the Internet of Things is one of the most critical components for the rapid digitization of businesses across the
world.
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This certification offers an understanding of the IoT technology and provides a detailed glimpse of the business
potential it currently offers. The qualification has essential components which can enable and support the decisionmaking process for executives and users alike. This will allow you to analyse the future strategy and align your
organisation to match or get ahead of the competition.
The IoT Foundation course covers aspects of the IoT opportunity across all areas of business and management
functions.
It is recommended that you have a basic knowledge of Internet, Cloud Computing, Big Data concepts, Networking
Recommended: Cloud Technology Associate Certification or Big Data Foundation. Basic familiarity with Agile, Scrum,
Lean, and ITSM principles

Things that you master and validate:

CONCEPTS & TERMINOLOGIES
Recognise and compare consumer & industrial IoT
Describe the benefits of IoT application areas

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES OF IOT
Describe the role of big data and analytics in IoT
State the role of cloud computing in IoT

BUSINESS ORIENTATION
Identify the impact of cloud computing on the primary
processes of the business

IOT SECURITY AND GOVERNANCE ISSUES
Describe the security concerns that affect IoT
Examine the scenarios of IoT security or privacy breaches

IOT ARCHITECTURE
Explain the basic building blocks of IoT
Relate smart environment application and service
domains

IOT CASE STUDIES AND PREDICTIONS
Recognise growth perspectives of IoT
Describe future predictions for IoT

